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       Accessibility Resources 

Accessible Canada Act 

The Accessible Canada Act, also known as bill C-81, provides for the development 

of accessibility standards and gives the Government of Canada the authority to 

work with stakeholders and persons with disabilities to create new accessibility 

regulations that will apply to sectors within the federal jurisdiction. One of the 

purposes of the bill is to prevent accessibility barriers in information and 

communication technologies, including digital content and the technologies used 

to access it. 

Accessibility Dictionary 

Learn important accessibility terms 

Accessible Files Cheatsheets 

These single page sheets have been developed to help people create accessible 

content using Microsoft Office, Adobe, and other programs 

Accessibility Guidelines for Sensory Loss 

This guide shares accessibility guidelines and provide helpful tips that focus on 

establishing inclusive environments for individuals with varying sensory loss. The 

accessible design approaches provided emphasize the inclusion of efficient design, 

space maneuverability, the importance of illumination, and the use of colour, 

texture and specialized products. 

 

https://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/C-81/royal-assent
https://www.bcdisability.com/accessibility-dictionary
http://ncdae.org/resources/cheatsheets/
https://15b47294-6c7c-450c-b602-701b238a0ce5.filesusr.com/ugd/a3dfb0_f65a2605d7634e44bd5e3762b2bf1abe.pdf
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ADA Checklist for Existing Facilities  

This checklist gives numerous tips for creating accessible buildings and physical 

spaces. Although based on the Americans With Disabilities Act, the guide's advice is 

helpful across locations. 

BC Building Accessibility 

Learn about accessibility requirements for BC buildings, and view the BC Building 

Access Handbook 

BC Disability Accessibility Guides 

Guides to increasing accessibility in everything from physical spaces and events, to 

elections, social media, presentations, and more 

Canadian Transportation Accessibility 

This guide provides ideas about how to plan and conduct your journey. It describes 

accessible services and features for people with disabilities who use airplanes, 

trains, passenger ferries and buses that cross a provincial or Canadian border. 

Document Accessibility Checker 

Try using Microsoft Word's Document Accessibility Checker to check for 

accessibility issues that might limit how many people you can reach. This tool scans 

for elements that are missing descriptive text, elements that have no assigned 

order for adaptive technologies, slides that have no assigned titles, and other 

issues. 

 

https://15b47294-6c7c-450c-b602-701b238a0ce5.filesusr.com/ugd/a3dfb0_a58aa76d50ec40feab504812398ef5fa.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/construction-industry/building-codes-standards/accessibility
https://15b47294-6c7c-450c-b602-701b238a0ce5.filesusr.com/ugd/a3dfb0_134b327f1a504c0ba6c8ab9868bbefc7.pdf
https://15b47294-6c7c-450c-b602-701b238a0ce5.filesusr.com/ugd/a3dfb0_134b327f1a504c0ba6c8ab9868bbefc7.pdf
https://www.bcdisability.com/accessibility
https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/take-charge
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/improve-accessibility-with-the-accessibility-checker-a16f6de0-2f39-4a2b-8bd8-5ad801426c7f
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Easy Access to Historic Buildings  

These guidelines focus on physical access issues, which often pose the greatest 

challenges for historic buildings 

Easy Access to Historic Landscapes 

The aim of this guide is to help property owners and managers provide easier 

access for all their visitors, whatever their age or level of ability. It will also be of 

value to designers, planners, and others working to open historic sites to a wider 

audience. 

Handbrake  

Handbrake is a free online tool for captioning videos 

International Best Practices in Universal Design 

This study examines various national accessibility codes and standards for both 

buildings and landscapes in order to determine best practices based upon universal 

design principles. It includes examples of best practices, product information, cost, 

and availability. 

Plain English  

A list of resources to help make your writing accessible to a wider audience 

W3C Web Accessibility Initiative  

The W3C Web Accessibility Initiative develops standards and support materials to 

help you understand and implement accessibility 

https://15b47294-6c7c-450c-b602-701b238a0ce5.filesusr.com/ugd/a3dfb0_9a9c0d5f155549bfa5ebb604c1e13481.pdf
https://15b47294-6c7c-450c-b602-701b238a0ce5.filesusr.com/ugd/a3dfb0_3c9173fc54cc4a23a4d0e9bc205785cd.pdf
https://handbrake.fr/
https://www.chrc-ccdp.gc.ca/eng/content/international-best-practices-universal-design-global-review
http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/free-guides.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/
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Wheelchair Traveling  

Travel for disabled travelers and their companions, as well as info on accessible 

travel spots around the world 

Writing Alt Text and Image Descriptions for Visually Impaired Persons 

Learn how to write alternative text and image descriptions for people with visual 

impairments  

 

http://www.wheelchairtraveling.com/
https://www.perkinselearning.org/technology/blog/how-write-alt-text-and-image-descriptions-visually-impaired

